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What virginity means to the LGBT community
What if I told you that you know nothing about sex?
Would you believe me?
Well, we have two couples, one singleton and 50 minutes to prove it.
Connor and Ben have been together for a year, but when Ben comes out as trans Connor
must decide if he’s ready to lose his virginity to a girl. It’s love at first sight for Lilly and J until
Lilly admits things in the bedroom aren’t going as well as J thinks. Jordan’s life has changed
a lot recently, but one thing still eludes him, he doesn’t seem to like boys or girls.
A story of seduction, secrets, and sex. “Sexual Fears of a Modern Day Virgin” will change
the way you think about sex and virginity forever. With three distinct storylines which only
cross incidentally, this play about interpersonal struggles and relationship conflicts is set to
be an honest take on modern LGBT life. “Sexual Fears of a Modern Day Virgin”
normalises LGBT relationships and presents universal issues which also relate to the lives of
straight people.
Rant & Rave is an emerging theatre company. They are comprised of mostly current and
former UEA students. Their singular desire is to get the nation talking about sex, gender, and
sexuality by breaking down the barrier of British bashfulness.
“It’s relationships, theatricality, and even a bit of philosophy. What more could you want?”
Oliver McFadden, Creative Director
Listings Information
Sexual Fears of a Modern Day Virgin
 6th-20th of August (not on Sundays)
 Start Time: 15:00
 Running Time: 50 minutes
 Venue 236: Greenside @ Infirmary Street, Olive Studio EH1 1LT
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